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Abstract 
We derive the estimates of numerically stable step-size for systems of neutral delay-differential equations (NDDEs), 
which only need to be calculated the spectral radius of the corresponding matrices. The stable step-size for numerical 
integration of NDDEs can be easily selected by means of the estimates. The stability regions of both linear multistep 
methods and explicit Runge-Kutta methods are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the systems of neutral delay-differential equations (NDDEs) 
fi(t) = Lu(t)  + Mu(t - z) + Nu(t  - z), t >>. 0 
u ( t )=g( t ) ,  - r< . t<.O,  (1) 
where L,M and N E C nxn are constant complex-valued matrices, z is a positive constant. On stability 
of (1), there have been a number of investigations. The linear stability properties of the 0-method 
for (1) has been analyzed in [2]. In the case of L,M and N to be scalar complex parameters, the 
study on stability of one-step methods for (1) may be found in [1]. The unconditional stability of 
the 0-method for (1) was proposed in [4]. Recently, the numerical stability regions of both linear 
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multistep methods and explicit Runge-Kutta methods for (1) have been exploited systematically 
in [3]. The present paper aims to extend the study of [3] further. 
Since the sufficient conditions on the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1) have been 
investigated in the literature, e.g., [1], the following discussion is based on the assumption of the 
existence and uniqueness of the solution of (1). 
2. Some lemmas on numerical stability of NDDEs 
In this section, the results of [3] will be quoted. 
Lemma 2.1. System (1) is asymptotically stable if the conditions 
~2i(Q(~))<0 for alli and ~EC such as [~1=1 (2) 
and 
p (N) < 1 (3) 
hold. Here 2i(F) and p(F) stand for the ith eigenvalue and the spectral radius, respectively, of a 
complex-valued matrix F and Q(¢) = (1 - ~N)-I(L + (M). 
For initial value problem of ODEs 
j~(t)=f(t,y(t)), t>>-O and y(0)=y0, 
a linear k-step method is given in a standard form as 
k k 
~jYn+j = h ~ fljfn+j, 
j=0 j=0 
(4) 
where h stands for the stepsize and ~j, flj are the formula parameters. Furthermore, a region ~ILM in 
the complex /~-plane is said to be the region of absolute stability if for all /~ E ~tg the method is 
absolutely stable [5]. 
Let (4) be applied to a system of NDDEs with h = vim where m is a positive integer. For linear 
test equation (1), we have the following difference quations: 
k k k 
O~jUn+ j = h ~ ~j(Zun+ j -~- Mun_m+j) -[- N ~ O~jUn_m+ j. 
j=0 j=0 j=0 
(5) 
Lemma 2.2. I f  the following conditions 
(i) the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 hold; 
(ii) h2i(Q(¢)) E ~LM for all i and ~ such as = 1, where h = z/m and m is a positive integer; 
are satisfied Then the linear multistep method (5) applied to NDDEs (1) is asymptotically 
stable. 
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The numerical stability regions are derived for a natural extension of the Runge-Kutta (RK) 
method to NDDEs by linear stability analysis. We consider an application of the s-stage Runge-Kutta 
method in ODE-case to (1). As in the above mentioned, we employ the stepsize h as an integral 
fraction of z and the step-points t, --- nh (n = 0, 1,...). We can obtain the natural Runge-Kutta 
method [1] for (1) as follows: 
K,,i = hL U n + aijgn,j + hM Un--m + aijKn-m,j 
'= j=l  
+NKn-m,i (6) 
and 
s 
Un+l : Un + Z biKn,i" (7 )  
i=l 
Let ~RK denote the region of absolute stability of the RK method in ODE-case [5]. The following 
is a sufficient condition of stability of explicit natural RK for NDDEs. 
Lemma 2.3. Assume that 
(i) the assumptions of  Lemma 2.1 hold; 
(ii) h2i(Q(f)) E ~lp, x for all i such as Ill -- 1, where h = Tim and m is a positive integer. 
(iii) the underlyin9 RK  method is explicit and natural. 
Then the natural RK scheme in (6) and (7 ) for  (1) is asymptotically stable. 
3. Estimates of 2i(Q(l)) 
In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, the eigenvalues of Q(l)  with unit magnitude i govern the stability 
of LM and natural explicit RK methods. But it is difficult to select stable step-size h by means of 
the three lemmas in Section 2 for computing 2;(Q(l)) complexly, for i = 1,2, . . , ,n and I¢1 = 1. In 
this section, on the basis of the results of Section 2, the estimates of 2i(Q(!)) are derived by means 
of the spectral radius of the corresponding matrices. For this, we require the following definitions 
and lemmas. 
Definition 3.1 (Lancaster and Tismenetsky [6]). Let W E C "×" with elements wj, and [W[ denotes 
the nonnegative matrix in R "xn with elements Iwjkl. Let W = {wjk} and V = {vjk} E R "×". We shall 
write W/> V if wj-k >~ vjk for all pair of ( j ,k).  
Definition 3.2. The matrices X(0), X(q) are defined as 
X(0) = (1 - [NI) - ' ( INLI  + [NMI) 
314 
and 
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q 
X(q) = ~-~{[NJL[ + [NJM[) ÷ (1 - [N])-I([Nq+'L[ ÷ [Nq+IM[), 
j=l 
respectively, subject o p([NI) < 1 for integer q ~> 1. 
Lemma 3.3 (Lancaster and Tismenetsky [6]). Let W E C n×" and V E I~ "×~. I f  lW [ <. V, then p(W) <<. 
p(v). 
Lemma 3.4 (Lancaster and Yismenetsky [6]). I f  p(W) < 1, then ( I -  W) -l exists and 
( I -W)  - I= I+W+W z+. . .  
Hence, the following two theorems may be obtained. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  p([N[) < 1, then 
[Q(C)I ILl + [M[ +X(q) <. ILl + [M[ +X(0) 
for I~[ = 1 and 
X(q + 1) <. X(q) 
hold for integer q >>. 1. 
Proof. Set ~N = T, in view of Lemma 3.4, we may obtain 
[Q(~)[ = [(I - ~N)-~(L + ~g)[ 
= [(I + V + r 2 +- . . ) (L  + ~M)[ 
= I(L + ~M) + (V + T 2 +. . - ) (L  + ~M)[ 
~< [L]+ [M[ + [(T + T 2 +. . . ) (L  + ~M)[ 
=[L[ + [M[ + [(I + T + T 2 +...)(TL + T~M)[. (8) 
In view of the inequality (8), we have 
q 
[Q(~)[ <~ ILl + IMI + Z{T  jL + TJ~M} + (I - T)-I(Tq+'L + T q+' 
j=l 
q 
~< [LI + ]M[ + ~_,{INJL] + ]NJM]} + (1 - [NI)-I(INq+IL[ + [Nq+IM[) 
j=l 
: ILl + [M[ + X(q). 
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In the following, we derive the inequality X(q) <~ X(0) holds for q t> 1. We have 
q 
X(q) = Z{INJL[ + INJMI} + (I - WI)-I(INq+'L[ + IUq+lMI) 
j= l  
q 
= ~--~{INJLI + INJMI} + (I + Igl + Igl = +" ")([Nq+lz] q- INq+IMI) 
j= l  
q 
= ~-~{[NJLI + INJMI} + [Nq+~LI + Igq+lM[ 
j= l  
+INIINq+ILI + [N[INq+~M[ + INI2INq+~L[ + [gl=lgq+lM[ 
<<. INLI + [NMI + IN[INL[ + INIINMI + INI=[NL[ + INI2INMI 
+. . .  + ]NIqINMI + INIq[NL[ +. . .  
= (I + INI + INI 2 + INI 3 +.. .)( lULl + INMI) 
= x(0) .  
Similarly, we may derive the inequality X(q + 1) ~ X(q) holds for integer q ~> 1. The proof is 
complete. [] 
In view of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.3, we can easily obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. If p(lNI) < 1. then 
p(P(~)) <<. p(lZl + IMI +X(q))  <~ p(ILI + IMI +X(O))  
holds for 141 : 1 and q >>. 1. 
4. Numerically stable step-size for NDDEs 
In this section, we shall present simple estimates of numerically stable step-size for NDDEs (1). 
Firstly, we introduce the definition of the region Kj. which is associated with the main results. 
Definition 4.1. Assume that p([N[) ~< 1, the region Kj in complex-plane is defined by 
gj = {(~,0): 0 <~ 3) ~< hp(lL I + [M[ +X(j)),½rt <<. 0 <<. 3re} 
for j = 0, 1,... ,  q, where q is a positive integer and h = z/m is step-size for a positive integer m. 
The main results are given as follows. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.1 hold. Then 
(i) I f  Kj C ~LM for some j, the linear multistep method (5 ) for  (1) is asymptotically stable; 
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(ii) I f  Kj C R~ for some j, the explicit and natural Runge-Kutta method (6) and (7)for (1) is 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.6 and Definition 4.1, we have 
for some j. In view of Lemma 2.2, the proof of (i) is complete. 
In view of Theorem 3.6, Definition 4.1 and Lemma 2.3, by analogy to the proof of (i), we can 
prove (ii). [] 
In view of the above theorem, set j = 0, we obtain 
Corollary 4.3. Assume that the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and P(lN[) < 1 hold. Then 
(i) l f  Ko C ~LM, the linear multistep method (5)for (1) is asymptotically stable; 
(ii) l f  Ko C ~RK, the explicit and natural Runge-Kutta method (6) and (7)for (1) is asymptoti- 
cally stable. 
Remark. Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 have shown that a stable step-size h can be easily selected. 
Obviously, the choice of the stable step-size h by 2i(Q(~)) is sharper than that by Kj. 
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